Lambeth Community Solar Director Appointments 2021
This year, our director Pippa Winship is standing down, and our volunteer Masharof Ahmed is
standing up as director.

Voting
Members attending the AGM will be able to vote for directors at the meeting. Members unable to
attend the AGM in person may vote using the Coenergy platform until the 10th of May. This deadline
allows us to collate responses prior to the AGM.
Please note this is not a competitive ballot. Members are asked to vote for or against candidates or
may abstain from voting for a candidate.

Candidate profile
Masharof Ahmed
My name is Masharof Ahmed, I currently work in a Bicycle store
and workshop and am a recent graduate in an International
Health MSc, I also have an undergraduate degree in Human
Biology, both degrees are from Queen Margaret University. I
am a keen cyclist, it is a hobby that keeps me healthy and is my
preferred mode of transport because it is fun and sustainable.
I am also interested in cooking, reading, board games and
politics.
My degrees have made me passionate about an asylum
process that is fairer and safer for asylum seekers. It has also
made me concerned about the growing number of climate
refugees that have been displaced because of the effects of climate change, as such I am also
passionate about meaningful climate policies and recognition of climate refugees. Because climate
change has a disproportionate effect on marginalised communities and the “Global South”, I think
addressing climate change is essential for anti-racism, anti-colonialism and social justice campaigns
because of how they intersect. My aspiration for LCS would be to use and develop my skills in
leadership, negotiation and influencing to get more members and organisations from marginalised
communities involved and to help create a space to platform their communities experience of climate
change, their ideas, solutions and innovations. I believe a truly intersectional anti-racism movement
involves a diverse membership and addresses every cause of injustice, including climate change and
all that will come with it.

